
9 10 out of
B2B sales professionals believe 
that a good reference customer 

is critical to win a big deal. 


91
want their company to 
help them secure 
customers who will 
serve as references.

How to Turn Reference 
Customers From a Sales 
Headache to a Strategic Asset
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of B2B sales professionals cite losing a 

big deal because they did not have a 

solid customer reference to use and...

of B2B sales professionals believe that 

they would have made their number if they 

had more reference customers to use

especially on a tight deadline, has become a major 

bottleneck in the B2B sales process and is a critical 

concern for nearly every sales rep, who cite a lack of solid 

customer references as a major contributing factor to 

losing deals and not hitting their numbers. 


Finding the right customer contact 
who is willing to serve as a reference

And they’re begging for help…
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And industry research backs them up. 

of B2B sales professionals 
believe that a good 
reference customer is 
difficult to find.

A spreadsheet, usually 

created by customer success 

and now owned by a 

marketing admin, that is 

updated quarterly—at best.

A handful of top-performing 

sales reps have a personal 

rolodex of customer contacts 

they keep to themselves to 

call on when needed.

Urgent, one-off requests are 

sent to Customer Success 

and Marketing when a 

prospect asks to speak to a 

current customer. 

Current State of Customer Reference 
Management in B2B Organizations:

According to Gartner, 

Yet B2B companies still don’t have an 

efficient way to manage and track them.

customer references have an 80-85% likelihood 

of influencing a B2B purchasing decision, the greatest potential 

impact of any marketing activity. 

Ready to ditch the spreadsheets and start 
managing your reference customers for 
ultimate sales success? 


Visit us at pretaa.com to learn more.

pretaa.com

5 Key Components of a 
Successful Customer Reference 

Management Solution
It’s time to ditch the spreadsheets and frantic one-off requests, and find a new 

way to manage your reference customers for ultimate sales success. When 

evaluating new solutions, here’s our checklist of five must-haves to take 

customer reference management from a sales headache to an invaluable asset:


Enables real-time updates of 
customer reference accounts

Keeps the process simple

Makes the initial ask easy

Puts references at your 
sales reps fingertips

Avoids burnout
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Cadman Inc. Has an NPS score of 9. 
Could be a good reference customer, 
customer would likely reccomend
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